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A small touch and feel book full of cuddly bunnies, this is a gift your little one is sure to adore.Babies

will explore different textures and expand their senses as they discover the tactile elements of Baby

Touch and Feel: Bunny. This padded board book promotes sensory development and early

language skills, and is the perfect size for small hands to hold.With simple images that are clearly

labeled, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch and Feel books capture the

attention of the very youngest children and create an experience they'll want to repeat again and

again.Series description: Baby Touch and Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest

readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers with their foil and touch-and-feel

covers. Each book in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior pages with bold,

engaging images and large word labels, and each page has foil or glitter to behold or a texture to

touch. These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to

feel. The Baby Touch and Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and early

reading skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, opposites, and more.
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I can't review this because it was delivered to the address that I gave but was in the middle of a

move for the recipient. Before they could retrieve it, it disappeared (was reported as put in

mailbox--mailbox empty). I'm sure it would have been a great little gift but will have to buy again in



order to know :-(

We love all the DK books, and these little board books ("touch and feel") are so perfect for little

fingers and minds that can only handle very short stories. Highly recommended!

My daughter is really into touch and feel books and this particular one is one of the better ones.

What I like most about this book is that there is something to touch on EACH page, not just some

like other books have. The colors and photos are bright and fun to look at and each page teaches

colors, counting, and has other animals to identify as well. I also like that there are more pages than

the average touch and feel books so you really get your money's worth too! This is a super cute

book to read and your baby or toddler will love discovering new textures to touch. My daughter loves

this book and it's a must have for every baby and toddler's book collection. I HIGHLY recommend

the purchase of this book for your child or as a gift as well!

Every time I open this book I notice another detail that is textured. My 6 month old loves running his

little fingers through the fur. Additionaly, the cover is great! it is thick and covered with a vinyl type

material, which is awesome because he is able to put it in his mouth without it being destroyed after

just a couple of explorational chew sessions. So far it appears to be a real sturdy book, aside from

being read and chewed on it has been used as a banging toy against the table and floor and my son

has done lots of tugging on it; there are still no signs of wear.

Cute book to start out with . My grandson loves touch and feel books

Cute but definitely for the infant set.

Cute and excellent service

A little short and not much written. Its a good book for 6 month to 1.5 years. Just 3 pages of touch

and feel really.
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